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draft sequence of corn genome 
Science, humanities: Burnell, 
Phillips next in Assembly Series 
Washington People: Kastor's 
creativity livens up a classroom 
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Radiology center puts research 
scanners in the heart of a hospital 
BY MICHAEL C. PURDY 
Whether it's needed to track 
the activity of a drug, the 
growth of a tumor or the 
progress of a medical disorder, 
high-tech imaging equipment 
often is an essential component 
of advanced clinical research. 
Unfortunately, patient care 
typically keeps these machines 
and the doctors who run them 
jammed with activity, often mak- 
ing it necessary to fit in research 
activities late at night or on the 
weekends. 
School of Medicine research- 
ers and administrators are taking 
a new approach: They have creat- 
ed a multimillion-dollar imaging 
facility in the heart of Barnes- 
Jewish Hospital that is dedicated 
to scientific research. 
"The Center for Clinical 
Imaging Research (CCIR) is 
available for research 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, and that 
just opens up all kinds of possi- 
bilities," said R. Gilbert Jost, M.D., 
the Elizabeth E. Mallinckrodt 
Professor of Radiology and head 
of the Mallinckrodt Institute of 
Radiology (MIR). The Institute 
held the top spot in National 
Institutes of Health research 
funding of radiology departments 
in the fiscal years 2005 and 2006, 
and its 427 academic employees 
make it one of the largest radiolo- 
gy departments in the nation. 
The 9,000-square-foot CCIR, 
on the 10th floor of the West 
Pavilion of Barnes-Jewish 
Hospital, provides a comprehen- 
sive selection of the latest state- 
of-the-art imaging equipment, 
including high-resolution pos- 
itron emission tomography 
(PET), three-dimensional ultra- 
sound, high-powered magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), 
64-slice computed tomography 
(CT) and advanced PET-CT 
scanners. 
"Radiology provides clinical- 
imaging services for all the 
departments in the medical 
school, and our goal for CCIR is 
to provide that same kind of 
broad support for research pro- 
grams in every department," said 
Mark Mintun, M.D., professor of 
radiology, director of the center 
and director of the Division of 
Research Development at MIR. 
"Barnes-Jewish Hospital is 
pleased to be the site of this 
unique facility," said Andrew 
A. Ziskind, M.D., president of 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. "I don't 
know of any other institution 
that has committed to providing 
researchers with the full spectrum 
of clinical imaging equipment 
located within a hospital, thereby 
making it possible to study both 
inpatients as well as outpatients." 
Inspiration and support for 
CCIR came from the BioMed 21 
program, a University-wide ini- 
tiative dedicated to accelerating 
the development of basic science 
discoveries into new and im- 













to better understand the disease 
process, improve and accelerate 
disease diagnosis and assess the 
effects of treatment," said Larry 
J. Shapiro, M.D., executive vice 
chancellor for medical affairs and 
dean of the School of Medicine. 
"Scientists are also creating 
innovative imaging approaches 
that open up new avenues for 
insight at scales ranging from the 
interactions of individual mole- 
cules to the activity of complete 
biological systems. An essential 
ingredient of the BioMed 21 phi- 
losophy is the encouragement and 
support of collaborations between 
researchers from multiple scien- 
tific disciplines," Shapiro said. 
To highlight the potential 
impact of CCIR, Jost said a PET 
scanner for research placed in the 
neuro-intensive care unit at 
Barnes-Jewish nine years ago has 
led to more than 30 research 
grants involving 14 scientists from 
five different medical school 
departments. Jost attributed that 
unit's productivity to its proximi- 
See CCIR, Page 6 
When constructing the 9,000-square-foot Mallinckrodt Institute of 
Radiology's Center for Clinical Imaging Research inside of Barnes- 
Jewish Hospital, crews had to lift a massive piece of imaging equip- 
ment up to the 10th floor from the outside using a crane. (Inset, 
above) Crews wait inside an exterior opening on the hospital's west 
side to usher in the scanner. 
Students volunteer during spring break 
BY NEIL SCHOENHERR 
Ahh ... spring break. A time for 
relaxation, rejuvenation and 
fun. Or, for many WUSTL stu- 
dents, a time for hard work, 
reflection and a greater sense of 
purpose. 
Hundreds of students will 
spend the break, which begins 
Monday, March 10, and extends 
through March 16, on service 
trips in places as far away as 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, and as 
close as downtown St. Louis. 
"We're thrilled to see the 
diversity, quality and number of 
service trips this year and hope to 
see continued growth in upcom- 
ing years," said Stephanie Kurtz- 
man, director of the Community 
Service Office and associate direc- 
tor of the Richard A. Gephardt 
Institute for Public Service. 
"Service trips provide a wonderful 
opportunity for students as well 
as staff and faculty to do some- 
thing meaningful during a vaca- 
tion that can have great commu- 
nity impact and transform one's 
life perspective at the same time." 
Sophomore Natalie Kress, a 
biology major in Arts & Sciences, 
will travel to Texas with 11 other 
WUSTL undergraduates as part 
of the Latin Empowerment Team. 
"Although our focus will pri- 
marily be the education of Latino 
youth, we have placed an empha- 
sis this year on reaching out to all 
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Several students traveled to Belize last spring break with a Campus 
Y trip. Tara Singh (left), now a junior majoring in psychology in Arts 
& Sciences, helped tutor children in a Belize City YMCA. 
low-income minority students," 
Kress said. "Our group hopes to 
empower young, mosdy low- 
income, minority students to go 
to college." 
Freshman David Warnock has 
previously volunteered in the Gulf 
Coast in the wake of the devasta- 
tion from Hurricane Katrina. 
He'll be going back this year to 
Hancock County, Miss., to help 
with the continued clean-up 
process. 
"I feel it is important to go 
back because there is still work to 
do," he said. "I had originally 
planned to go as a staff member 
again, but I realized that this was 
the perfect opportunity to bring 
other interested people with me. 
It is my hope that people come 
back from the trip with nothing 
but the best experiences." 
Chrissie Skelley, 2007 WUSTL 
alumna and intern at the Catholic 
Student Center, will lead a group 
of 15 students to Harlan, Ky., to 
do housing construction and 
rehab. 
See Break, Page 6 
Practicing information retrieval 
is key to memory retention 
BY GERRY EVERDING 
Learning something once — 
like the fact that "berg" 
means "mountain" in German 
— and studying it over and 
over may do little to help you 
remember it in the future. The 
key to future recall, suggests a 
new study from Washington 
University, is how often over 
time you actively practice 
retrieving that information 
from memory. 
"The take-home lesson is 
that learning and retention 
involve the active processing of 
information, and a passive read- 
ing of material is simply not 
enough to retain it well," said 
Henry L. "Roddy" Roediger III, 
Ph.D., the James S. McDonnell 
Distinguished University 
Professor of Psychology and 
dean of academic planning in 
Arts & Sciences, study co- 
author and an internationally 
recognized scholar of human 
memory function. 
"If a person wants to 
remember an event or some 
information over the long term, 
it must be actively engaged, and 
retrieving information from 
memory serves that purpose 
well," he said. "Repeated 
retrieval over time is critical to 
effective, long-term retention." 
The study, published in the 
Feb. 15 issue of the journal 
Science, is co-authored by 
Roediger and his former doctor- 
al student, Jeffrey D. Karpicke, 
Ph.D., now assistant professor of 
psychological sciences at Purdue 
University. 
Their findings confirm what 
poor test-takers have known all 
along — doing well on an exam 
often has less to do with what 
you have read or been exposed 
to and everything to do with 
your ability to retrieve that 
information from memory 
when prompted. 
"If a student is studying for a 
test, especially a short-answer or 
essay test, he will be asked to 
retrieve certain information that 
was covered," Roediger said. 
"What better way could there be 
to prepare for the test than to 
engage in the same processes — 
the active retrieval of informa- 
tion — that will be required on 
the test?" 
Science has explored the 
relationship between study and 
testing success for more than 
125 years, but what sets this 
study apart is its focus on the 
See Memory, Page 6 
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New professorships in Arts & Sciences, architecture 
Economist Williamson becomes first Brookings 
Distinguished Professor in Arts & Sciences 
BY BARBARA REA 
Stephen D. Williamson, Ph.D., has 
been named the first Robert 
S. Brookings Distinguished 
Professor in Arts & Sciences. The 
installation was held Feb. 19 in 
Holmes Lounge. 
The title pays tribute to the chair- 
man of the Board of Trustees from 
1895-1928. Major changes were made 
during his long tenure that advanced 
the School of Medicine and moved the 
institution to what was then known as 
the "Hilltop" campus. 
"Robert Brookings had tremen- 
dous faith in the potential of Washing- 
ton University," Chancellor Mark 
S. Wrighton said. "For 22 years, he 
guided our progress with an indefati- 
gable spirit and great business 
acumen." 
In addition to providing key lead- 
ership in the development of the Uni- 
versity, Brookings, whose career was 
made at Cupples and Marston, a 
woodenware and willowware whole- 
sale business, contributed $200,000 for 
the construction of Brookings Hall. It 
was Brookings who spearheaded the 
creation of the present campus to co- 
incide with the 1904 World's Fair, and 
it was his plan to lease the newly com- 
pleted campus to World's Fair organ- 
izers, generating more money to fi- 
nance the University's physical 
expansion. 
"It is an honor to acknowledge 
Robert Brookings' great contributions 
and a pleasure to confer the honor on 
Stephen Williamson," Wrighton said. 
Williamson joined the Department 
of Economics in Arts & Sciences in 
2006 after teaching at Queen's Univer- 
sity in Kingston, Ontario; the Univer- 
sity of Western Ontario in London, 
Ontario; and the University of Iowa in 
Iowa City. At Iowa, he was the Chester 
A. Phillips Professor of Financial Eco- 
nomics in the Tippie College of Busi- 
ness, directed the graduate studies 
program and served as chair in the 
Department of Economics. His profes- 
sional research experience includes the 
Bank of Canada and the Federal Re- 
serve Bank of Minneapolis. 
"Steve Williamson is a great addi- 
tion to the economics department," 
said Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., execu- 
tive vice chancellor, dean of Arts 8c 
Sciences and the Barbara and David 
Thomas Distinguished Professor in 
Arts 8c Sciences. "He is a major con- 
tributor to the fields of macroeco- 
nomics and monetary economics, 
both academically and in the policy- 
McCarter named inaugural Moore professor 
Stephen D. Williamson, Ph.D., a 
noted economist, addresses a 
gathering of well-wishers at his 
Feb. 19 installation as the first 
Robert S. Brookings Distinguished 
Professor in Arts & Sciences. 
making sector," Macias said. 
Williamson's work focuses on the 
theory of financial contracts, banking 
theory and monetary theory and pol- 
icy. He has conducted pioneering re- 
search in the application of informa- 
tion economics in money and bank- 
ing, as well as the social role of mone- 
tary arrangements and the science of 
monetary policymaking. 
In addition to teaching and re- 
search, Williamson is a research fel- 
low at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
St. Louis and a visiting scholar at the 
Federal Reserve banks of Richmond 
and Cleveland. 
The author of the widely used 
textbook "Macroeconomics," Wil- 
liamson also has published prolifical- 
ly in leading economics journals, in- 
cluding the Journal of Political Econ- 
omy, the American Economic Review, 
the Journal of Economic Theory, the 
Review of Economic Studies and the 
Journal of Monetary Economics. He 
is an associate editor of the Journal of 
Monetary Economics and the Review 
of Economic Dynamics, as well as co- 
editor of Economic Theory. 
The native Canadian earned bach- 
elor's and master's degrees from 
Queen's University and a doctorate in 
economics from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. 
BY BARBARA REA 
Robert McCarter has been installed as the 
Ruth 8c Norman Moore Professor of 
Architecture in the Sam Fox School of 
Design & Visual Arts. 
The professorship, established in 1986, was 
the first to be endowed in the Sam Fox School's 
Graduate School of Architecture 8c Urban De- 
sign. The brother and sister, both alumni of the 
University, also created the Ruth and Norman 
Moore Visiting Professorship in the school. 
A formal installation ceremony for McCarter 
took place Nov. 19, 2007, in Steinberg Hall. 
"Ruth and Norman Moore were distin- 
guished professionals and dedicated alumni," 
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton said. "As a result 
of their generosity, Washington University has 
attracted a number of talented architects to 
teach in the Graduate School of Architecture 
and Urban Design, for which we are very 
grateful." 
Reiterating the Chancellor's expression of 
thanks, Carmon Colangelo, dean of the Sam 
Fox School for Visual Art 8c Design and the 
E. Desmond Lee Professor for Collaboration in 
the Arts, noted McCarter's stature as an archi- 
tect and the impact he'll make at the school: 
"I am very grateful to the Moore family for this 
distinguished position that helped us attract a 
senior professor with the experience and vision 
of Robert McCarter. Robert is an architect, 
scholar and teacher who has established a sig- 
nificant national and international reputation in 
his field. Dean Bruce Lindsey and I are very 
pleased to have Robert, his wife, Susan, and 
daughter, Kate, in St. Louis." 
McCarter previously taught at the University 
of Florida, where he directed the School of Ar- 
chitecture from 1991-2001. Prior to that, he 
served as assistant dean and assistant chair at 
Columbia University's Graduate School of Ar- 
chitecture in New York from 1986-1991. 
He is the author of several books, most re- 
cently "Frank Lloyd Wright: Critical Lives" 
(2006); "Louis I. Kahn" (2005); "On and By 
Frank Lloyd Wright: A Primer of Architectural 
Principles" (2005) and "William Morgan: Select- 
ed and Current Works" (2002). He also has con- 
tributed to numerous scholarly publications and 
written extensively for a variety of international 
journals, including GA Houses, Progressive Ar- 
chitecture, The Journal of the Society of Archi- 
tectural Historians, Architectural Record and 
Bauforum. 
Both "Louis I. Kahn" and "On and By Frank 
Lloyd Wright" were finalists for the inaugural 
Royal Institute of British Architects International 
Book Awards in 2006. On three occasions, 
McCarter has been an appointed visiting scholar 
for the American Academy in Rome. Other hon- 
ors include a 2002 Rotch Foundation Traveling 
Studio Award; a 1989 Graham Foundation grant 
for his work on Frank Lloyd Wright; and the 
1983 SOM Design Fellowship. In 2008, he will 
serve as a juror for the annual Bruno Zevi Prize. 
McCarter earned a bachelor's degree in envi- 
ronmental design in architecture from North 
Robert McCarter speaks at his installation 
last November as the Ruth & Norman Moore 
Professor of Architecture in the Sam Fox 
School of Design & Visual Arts. 
Carolina State University in 1977 and a master's 
of architecture degree from Columbia in 1985. 
He received his architectural license in 1982 and 
since 1991 has been president of D-Mc2 Archi- 
tecture P.A. in Tioga, Fla. 
Ruth Moore Garbe earned bachelor's and 
master's degrees in political science and econom- 
ics in Arts 8c Sciences. Starting out as a journalist 
with the long-defunct St. Louis Sun-Times, she 
joined the Chicago Sun-Times' Washington bu- 
reau in 1943 and won distinction as a science re- 
porter. She also authored several books, includ- 
ing biographies of Charles Darwin and Niels 
Bohr. 
In 1967, she became the first female member 
of the Board of Trustees, serving in that position 
until 1971. Her accomplishments were noted 
with an alumni citation in 1963. She died in 
1989. 
After Norman Moore earned a bachelor's de- 
gree in architecture, he went to work for the Na- 
tional Park Service and the Tennessee Valley Au- 
thority. But it was after World War II that Moore 
made his mark on the architectural profession by 
becoming a pioneer in hospital design and con- 
struction. Being employed by the U.S. Public 
Health Services Division of Hospital Facilities at 
the time Congress passed the landmark Hill-Bur- 
ton Hospital Act (1946), he participated in the 
largest hospital expansion initiative in American 
history. Between launching his private practice in 
the 1950s and his retirement in 1979, Moore 
oversaw the building of nearly 40 hospitals and 
medical facilities. 
He received the University's Distinguished 
Alumnus Award in 1993 and the Robert 
S. Brookings Award in 1998. He died in 2000. 
In addition to the gifts to establish the profes- 
sorship and visiting professorship, Norman Moore 
and his wife, Doretha, established the Moore 
Challenge for the architecture school's annual 
fund. Doretha Moore continues her husband's 
legacy of generosity to the University and the 
Graduate School of Architecture 8c Urban Design. 
She resides in Santa Fe, N.M. 
Neureuther student book collection competition seeks entrants 
University students who have a 
passion for collecting books 
can compete for prizes of $1,000 
or $500 by entering the 21st 
annual Neureuther Student Book 
Collection Essay Competition. 
Sponsored by University Li- 
braries, the Neureuther Competi- 
tion is designed to encourage stu- 
dents to read for enjoyment and 
to develop personal libraries or 
book collections throughout their 
lives. 
For the competition, a collec- 
tion can be on any subject and 
should reflect the owner's intel- 
lectual or personal interests. 
The event is composed of two 
competitions: one for graduate 
students and one for undergradu- 
ates, with a first prize of $1,000 
and a second prize of $500 
awarded at each level. 
Applicants must be current 
full-time students and must sup- 
ply the following by March 24: 
• a completed entry form; 
• a two- to four-page essay 
about the collection; 
• a bibliography listing the 
books in the collection; and 
• three to five books from the 
entrant's collection. 
Entry forms, past winning es- 
says and details about how to 
enter are available online at 
library.wustl.edu/collections/ 
neureuther.html. 
Students should deliver their 
materials to the Department of 
Special Collections on the main 
level of Olin Library weekdays 
from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Entry 
forms also are available at the 
Olin Library checkout desk. 
Judges will consider the collec- 
tion's scope, thematic unity, per- 
sonal value to the collector and 
other factors. 
Winners will be announced, 
awards will be presented and 
books will be returned in late 
April. 
The Neureuther competition 
is made possible by the financial 
contributions of Carl Neureuther, 
a 1940 WUSTL graduate. 
For more information, contact 
Aaron Welborn at 935-6569 or 
awelborn@wustl.edu. 
Access to Olin Library to require WUSTL ID after 9 p.m. 
Beginning March 16, a current Washington Uni- 
versity identification card will be required of each 
person entering the John M. Olin Library or the 
adjoining Whispers Cafe after 9 p.m., University 
Libraries announced. 
Currently, card access to the library and the cafe 
begins at midnight. 
Shirley K. Baker, vice chancellor for information 
technology and dean of University Libraries, said 
that this change makes Olin Library's card access 
schedule consistent with all other buildings on 
campus. 
"We believe this change will enhance student safe- 
ty without greatly restricting the larger community's 
access to Olin Library," Baker said. 
"Our students, faculty members and staff already 
carry their University ID cards for many other func- 
tions. We hope having to present their cards at the 
library after 9 p.m. will only be a minor inconven- 
ience," she said. 
WUSTL offers spring break vehicle storage 
Students or employees who do 
not currently hold an annual 
parking permit but wish to 
store their vehicles on campus 
during spring break (March 7- 
16) may do so after obtaining a 
placard from Parking Services. 
Individuals must go to the 
Parking Services office, located 
at North Campus, during regu- 
lar business hours (8:30 a.m.- 
5 p.m., Monday through Fri- 
day) to fill out an emergency 
contact form and receive a 
complimentary parking placard 
to display on the vehicle dash- 
board. 
The approved vehicle storage 
location also will be assigned at 
that time. 
Permit holders may store ve- 
hicles on campus in the desig- 
nated storage areas during 
spring break but must first con- 
tact Parking Services to provide 
the vehicle storage location and 
emergency contact information. 
Please note that even during 
break periods, evening parking 
permits are still only valid after 
4 p.m. 
Evening permit holders may 
store their vehicles on campus 
but must obtain a parking plac- 
ard from Parking Services. 
For more information about 
vehicle storage during spring 
break, please contact Parking 
Services at 935-5601 or e-mail 
parktrans@wustl.edu. 
Spring break, spring forward 
The print Record will not be published next week due to spring 
break. 
Any late-breaking news of importance to the WUSTL commu- 
nity will appear in the eRecord Monday, March 10. Both the print 
Record and eRecord will resume publication March 20. 
Another reminder: Daylight savings time begins 2 a.m. Sunday, 
March 9, so remember to set your clocks ahead one hour before 
you go to bed Saturday. 
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Potential osteoporosis treatment could help patients fortify bones 
BY GWEN ERICSON 
A better drug for osteoporosis 
wouldn't just preserve pa- 
tients' old bone structure; it 
would help fortify their weakened 
bones with new bone material. 
Such a drug could be on the hori- 
zon because of research at the 
School of Medicine that has 
uncovered new 
information 




In an up- 





report that knocking out a pow- 
erful molecular signaling mecha- 
nism within the bones of labora- 
tory mice markedly enhanced 
bone buildup. The researchers are 
already investigating drugs that 
might duplicate that effect. Their 
aim is to find compounds that 
help restore healthy density to 
overly porous bones. 
"Right now, bisphosphonates 
— drugs that slow bone break- 
down — are the mainstays of 
therapeutics for osteoporosis," 
said Long, assistant professor of 
medicine in the Division of Bone 
and Mineral Diseases and of de- 
velopmental biology. "But these 
Long 
drugs don't enhance bone 
buildup, so the microarchitecture 
of the bone isn't restored if tiny 
fractures or defects develop. Over 
the long term, they can lead to 
brittle bones." 
Normally, bones are main- 
tained in a healthy state through- 
out life by a careful balance be- 
tween the activity of two kinds of 
bone cells — osteoblasts that de- 
posit collagen and minerals in 
bone and osteoclasts that dissolve 
collagen and minerals. When os- 
teoclasts are the more active cells, 
bone mass can decrease and os- 
teoporosis can result. 
The National Organization for 
Osteoporosis states that one in 
two women and one in four men 
over 50 will eventually suffer an 
osteoporosis-related fracture. 
Bisphosphonates, marketed 
under the brand names Fosamax, 
Boniva and Actonel, work by in- 
hibiting osteoclasts. Only one 
FDA-approved drug, Forteo, a 
synthetic version of human 
parathyroid hormone, is designed 
to stimulate bone formation. The 
drug has to be injected daily, 
making it difficult to administer. 
"My lab is interested in identi- 
fying reagents that will stimulate 
primitive cells in the bone to be- 
come osteoblasts, the cells that 
add new bone material," Long 
said. "There is clearly a need for 
these types of reagents for osteo- 
porosis treatment." 
Corn's genetic blueprint 
unveiled by University 
BY CAROLINE ARBANAS 
A team of scientists led by 
Washington University has 
begun to unlock the genetic 
secrets of corn, a crop vital to U.S. 
agriculture. The researchers have 
completed a working draft of the 
corn genome, an accomplishment 
that should accelerate efforts to 
develop better crop varieties to 
meet society's growing demands 
for food, livestock feed and fuel. 
Corn, also known as maize, 
underlies a myriad of products, 
including food, household prod- 
ucts and ethanol. 
The genetic blueprint was an- 
nounced Feb. 28 by the project's 
leader, Richard K. Wilson, Ph.D., 
director of WUSTL's Genome Se- 
quencing Center, at the 50th An- 
nual Maize Genetics Conference 
in Washington, D.C. 
"This first draft of the genome 
sequence is exciting because it's the 
first comprehensive glimpse at the 
blueprint for the corn plant," Wil- 
son said. "Scientists now will be 
able to accurately and efficiently 
probe the corn genome to find 
ways to improve breeding and sub- 
sequently increase crop yields and 
resistance to drought and disease." 
The $29.5 million project was 
initiated in 2005 and is funded by 
the National Science Foundation 
and the U.S. Departments of 
Agriculture and Energy. 
The team working on the en- 
deavor, including scientists at the 
University of Arizona in Tucson, 
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 
in New York and Iowa State Uni- 
versity, has already made the se- 
quencing information accessible 
to scientists worldwide using an 
online database. The data is also 
available at maizesequence.org. 
The draft covers about 95 per- 
cent of the corn genome, and sci- 
entists will spend the remaining 
year of the grant refining and fi- 
nalizing the sequence. 
The group sequenced a variety 
of corn known as B73 developed 
at Iowa State decades ago. It is 
noted for its high grain yields and 
has been used extensively in both 
commercial corn breeding and in 
research laboratories. 
The genome will be a key tool 
for researchers working to im- 
prove varieties of corn and other 
cereal crops, including rice, wheat 
and barley. 
"There's a lot of great research 
on the horizon," said plant biolo- 
gist Ralph S. Quatrano, Ph.D., the 
Spencer T. Olin Professor and 
chair of the Department of Biolo- 
gy in Arts & Sciences. "The 
genome will help unravel the 
basic biology of corn. That infor- 
mation can be used to look for 
genes that make corn more nutri- 
tious or more efficient for ethanol 
production, for example." 
Corn is only the second crop 
after rice to have its genome se- 
quenced, and scientists will now 
be able to look for genetic simi- 
larities and differences between 
the crops, Quatrano said. 
The genetic code of corn con- 
sists of 2 billion bases of DNA, 
the chemical units that are repre- 
sented by the letters T, C, G and 
A, making it similar in size to the 
human genome, which is 2.9 bil- 
lion letters long. By comparison, 
the rice genome is far smaller, 
containing about 430 million 
bases. 
"Sequencing the corn genome 
was like putting together a 1,000- 
piece jigsaw puzzle with lots of 
blue sky and blue water, with 
only a few small sailboats on the 
horizon," Wilson said. "There 
were not a lot of landmarks to 
help us fit the pieces of the 
genome together." 
The United States is the 
world's top corn grower, produc- 
ing 44 percent of the global crop. 
In 2007, U.S. farmers produced a 
record 13.1 billion bushels of 
corn, an increase of nearly 25 
percent over the previous year, 
according to the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. 
"My lab is interested in identifying reagents that 
will stimulate primitive cells in the bone to become 
osteoblasts, the cells that add new bone material. 
There is clearly a need for these types of reagents 
for osteoporosis treatment" 
FANXIN LONG 
A breakthrough came while 
the researchers were studying 
how immature bone cells turn 
into osteoblasts. They were inter- 
ested in a particular molecular 
messenger, called Notch, that di- 
rects the maturation of many 
kinds of immature cells. 
The scientists developed mice 
that had no Notch in their bones 
and saw that their bones grew 
much denser than usual because 
the number of osteoblasts in- 
creased threefold. Further testing 
confirmed that Notch inhibits the 
development of immature bone 
marrow cells into osteoblasts, a 
fact that was not known before. 
"By removing Notch, we 
pushed precursor cells within the 
bone marrow to become os- 
teoblasts," Long said. 
Long cautioned that sustained 
inhibition of Notch in the bone 
marrow can also rev up osteoclast 
production. This was previously 
shown in a research collaboration 
between Long; Steven Teitelbaum, 
M.D., the Wilma and Roswell 
Messing Professor of Pathology 
and Immunology; Raphael 
Kopan, Ph.D., professor of devel- 
opmental biology, and colleagues, 
published in the Journal of Bio- 
logical Chemistry in December 
2007. 
"It's possible that giving a 
Notch inhibitor at a low dose or 
for a short time could stimulate 
bone formation without overly 
increasing bone resorption," 
Long said. 
Long said drugs are already in 
development that can interfere 
with Notch signaling. 
"There is a robust effort to de- 
velop chemicals that inhibit one 
of the enzymes in the Notch path- 
way because the same enzyme is 
implicated in Alzheimer's disease," 
he said. 
Working through the Universi- 
ty's Office of Technology Manage- 
ment, Long has filed for a patent 
for the use of Notch chemical 
inhibitors to stimulate bone 
formation. 
Ready for a ClOSe-lip (From left) State Rep. Charlie Schlottach of Owensville, Mo.; Kelly 
Gillespie, executive director of the Missouri Biotechnology Association; and State Rep. Kathlyn 
Fares of Webster Groves, Mo., get a tour of the Center for Clinical Imaging Research (CCIR) from 
John Kotyk, Ph.D., research associate professor of radiology and associate director of the CCIR, 
who shows them one of the new PET-CT scanners. See related story on Page 1. 
World Glaucoma Day set for March 6 
BY JIM DRYDEN 
School of Medicine physicians and glaucoma 
researchers in the Department of Ophthalmology 
and Visual Sciences will join eye-care professionals 
around the world March 6 to observe the first 
World Glaucoma Day. The global initiative is aimed 
at raising awareness of glaucoma, a disease of the 
optic nerve that affects 65 million people world- 
wide. 
"Glaucoma is the second-leading cause of blind- 
ness in the United States and worldwide," said Carla 
J. Siegfried, M.D., associate professor of ophthalmol- 
ogy and visual sciences and a glaucoma specialist at 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. "At the present time, glauco- 
ma cannot be cured, but early detection and treat- 
ment can help preserve sight." 
Siegfried said it is important for people over age 
40 to have regular, comprehensive eye exams that in- 
clude a careful evaluation of the optic nerve and 
measurement of eye pressure. 
Primary open-angle glaucoma, the most common 
form of the blinding eye disease, affects about 3 mil- 
lion Americans age 40 and older. Half of them are 
not aware they have the disease. Vision loss occurs 
when the optic nerve is damaged. In most cases, ele- 
vated eye pressure, also called ocular hypertension, 
contributes to this damage. This causes gradual loss 
of peripheral (side) vision. 
As the disease progresses, the field of vision grad- 
ually narrows, and blindness can result. Glaucoma 
has no early symptoms, and by the time people expe- 
rience vision problems, they often have a significant 
amount of optic nerve damage. 
WUSTL glaucoma researchers led a national effort 
that examined whether lowering high pressure in the 
eye could prevent or delay glaucoma. Michael 
A. Kass, M.D., head of the Department of Ophthal- 
mology and Visual Sciences, was the chair of the 
22-center Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study 
(OHTS). 
During the OHTS study, patients who received 
treatment were given commercially available pres- 
sure-lowering eye drops. Eye specialists examined 
patients every six months for a minimum of five 
years. The drops reduced pressure in the eye by about 
20 percent and the risk of glaucoma by more than 
50 percent. 
"Millions of people around the world are at 
risk of developing glaucoma because they have ele- 
vated pressure in their eyes," Kass said. "The OHTS 
study demonstrated that controlling ocular hyper- 
tension may delay or possibly even prevent glauco- 
ma, but we can't help people if they haven't been 
examined." 
Siegfried and Kass said eye exams are crucial be- 
cause anyone can develop glaucoma, and many are 
unaware they have the disease until after they have 
suffered a large amount of irreversible vision loss. 
Those at particular risk include people with a family 
history of glaucoma, those with high intraocular 
pressure, everyone over age 60, people with diabetes 
and African-Americans. 
"Glaucoma is about four times more common in 
African-Americans than in Caucasians, and blindness 
from glaucoma is about six times more common in 
African-Americans," Kass said. "Our research suggests 
that even when treatment is identical, the risk for 
African-Americans is still higher, so it's very impor- 
tant that African-Americans get examined." 
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University Events 
Sam Fox School to host symposium on 'Blackness' March 6 
BYLIAMOTTEN 
The Sam Fox School of Design 
& Visual Arts will host a day- 
long symposium on "Archi- 
tecture, Art and the Experience of 
Blackness" Thursday, March 6, in 
Steinberg Auditorium. 
The symposium will bring to- 
gether more than a dozen speak- 
ers whose creative and scholarly 
works intersect with issues of race 
and identity. The event will pro- 
vide an opportunity for critical 
reflection on the role that race 
plays in the creation and interpre- 
tation of art and architecture. 
"This is the first in a series of 
planned symposia that will ex- 
plore issues of race, gender and 
ethnicity as they relate to the 
practice of architecture and the 
visual arts," said Carmon Colan- 
gelo, dean of the Sam Fox School 
and the E. Desmond Lee Profes- 
sor for Collaboration in the Arts. 
"These are critically important 
topics, and we're thrilled by the 
positive response we've received 
from all of our community part- 
ners." 
The symposium will begin 
with a coffee reception at 
9:30 a.m., followed at 10 a.m. by 
opening remarks from Colangelo, 
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton 
and University trustee Ronald 
L. Thompson. 
The first panel, "The (Dislo- 
cation of Race," will take place 
from 10:30 a.m.-noon. The mod- 
erator will be Igor Marjanovic, as- 
sistant professor of architecture - 
in the Sam Fox School. 
Presenters include Willie Cole, 
an acclaimed artist whose work is 
"Sole," by the acclaimed artist Willie Cole, consists of shoes, wire, 
washers, screws and a shelf. Cole, whose work is included in the 
exhibition "On the Margins" — on view through April 21 in the 
Kemper Art Museum — will be a presenter at the March 6 sympo- 
sium. Photo by Jason Mandella, courtesy of Alexander and Bonin, 
New York. 
currendy featured in the exhibi- 
tion "On the Margins," on view 
through April 21 in the Sam Fox 
School's Mildred Lane Kemper 
Art Museum. Curated by Colan- 
gelo, the exhibition explores the 
impact of war and disaster on the 
work of contemporary artists. 
Other presenters include 
Darell Fields, associate professor 
- of architecture at the University of 
Arkansas and editor of the journal 
APPX, which explores black 
modernity within the context of 
architectural discourse; and 
Kymberly Pinder, Ph.D., chair of 
the Department of Art History, 
Theory and Criticism at the Art 
Institute of Chicago, whose re- 
search focuses on critical race 
theory in visual culture. 
Following a break for lunch, 
events will resume at 1 p.m. with 
remarks by Bruce Lindsey, the 
E. Desmond Lee Professor for 
Community Collaboration and 
dean of the Sam Fox School's 
College of Architecture and 
Graduate School of Architecture 
& Urban Design. 
A practicing architect, Lindsey 
from 2002-06 served as head of 
Auburn University's acclaimed 
Rural Studio, helping students to 
design and build innovative 
"charity houses" that were then 
donated to impoverished local 
families. 
The afternoon session, titled 
"Practices of Centers and Mar- 
gins," will begin immediately after 
Lindsey's remarks. Moderator will 
be Tebogo Schultz, an architect 
with Christner Inc. and vice presi- 
dent of the St. Louis Chapter of 
the National Organization of Mi- 
nority Architects. 
Presenters include painter 
Radcliffe Bailey, whose works are 
included in the Metropolitan Mu- 
seum of Art, the Chicago Art In- 
stitute and the Smithsonian Insti- 
tute, among others; and Craig 
Barton, chair of the Department 
of Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture at the University of 
Virginia, whose practice focuses 
on helping African-American 
communities preserve and devel- 
op cultural resources. 
Other presenters include 
Yolande Daniels, assistant profes- 
sor of architecture at Columbia 
University and co-founder of the 
studio SUMO; and Hamza Walk- 
er, director of education and asso- 
ciate curator for the Renaissance 
Society at the University of Chica- 
go, a non-collecting museum ded- 
icated to contemporary art. 
At 3:30 p.m., shuttles will ferry 
participants a half-mile east of 
campus to the Saint Louis Art 
Museum, where Andrew Walker, 
curator of American art, will 
present a gallery talk on the exhi- 
bition "African American Ab- 
straction: St. Louis Connections." 
On view through March 23, the 
exhibition highlights abstract 
works by four artists — Oliver 
Jackson, John Rozelle, Phillip 
J. Hampton and Michael Marshall 
— who have lived and worked in 
the St. Louis area. 
Participants will return to 
campus at 5:30 p.m. for a final 
roundtable discussion — titled 
"Culture and its Discontents" — 
featuring all of the day's speakers. 
Moderator will be Krista Thomp- 
son, Ph.D., assistant professor of 
art history at Northwestern Uni- 
versity. Thompson teaches cours- 
es on race and representation and 
the visual cultures of colonialism, 
among other topics, and is cur- 
rently preparing a book about 
visual culture and black youth. 
The symposium concludes at 
7 p.m. with a reception in the 
Kemper Art Museum. 
"Architecture, Art and the Ex- 
perience of Blackness" is co-spon- 
sored by HOK, the Saint Louis 
Art Museum, the St. Louis Ameri- 
can and Grice Group Architects. 
Additional support is provided 
by the University's Office of Di- 
versity Initiatives as well as by the 
African & African American 
Studies Program and the Depart- 
ment of Art History & Archaeolo- 
gy, both in Arts & Sciences. 
All events are free and open to 
the public, but advance registra- 
tion is required. 
For more information or to 
register, call 935-6597 or e-mail 
samfoxschool@wusd.edu. 
Digital Photography • Cairo Station • Jazz at Holmes 
"University Events" lists a portion of the 
activities taking place March 6-26 
at Washington University. Visit the 
Web for expanded calendars for the 
Danforth Campus (webevent.wustl.edu) 
and the School of Medicine 
(medschool.wustl.edu/calendars.html). 
Exhibits 
"Thaddeus Strode: Absolutes and 
Nothings." Through April 21. Kemper Art 
Museum. 935-4523. 
"On the Margins." Through April 21. 
Kemper Art Museum, 935-4523. 
"Core Level II Exhibition." March 7. 
(6 p.m. Opening Reception.) Des Lee 
Gallery, 1627 Washington Ave. 935-9347. 
"Junior Majors Exhibition." March 22. 
(6 p.m. Opening Reception.) Des Lee 
Gallery, 1627 Washington Ave. 935-9347. 
Film 
Monday, March 24 
7 p.m. Jewish, Islamic and Near Eastern 
Middle East Film Series. "Cairo Station.' 
Wilson Hall, Rm. 214. 935-8567. 
Lectures 
Thursday, March 6 
8 a.m. Siteman Cancer Center Jonathan 
Adam Jones Lymphoma Lectureship. 
"Immunotherapy of Non-Hodgkin's B Cell 
Lymphoma." John M. Timmerman, asst. 
prof, of medicine and hematology-oncolo- 
gy, UCLA. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's 
Place. 454-8981. 
9:30 a.m. Sam Fox School Symposium. 
"Architecture, Art and the Experience of 
Blackness." (Reception follows.) 
Steinberg Hall Aud. 935-9347. 
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "How Did 
Genome Annotation Get So Good, and 
What Can We Do With It?" Michael Brent, 
prof, of computer science and engineer- 
ing. McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg., 
Rm. 823. 362-2139. 
4 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series. 
"Stem Cell Approaches for Retinal 
Repair." Thomas A. Reh, prof, of biologi- 
cal structure, U. of Wash. School of 
Medicine. Maternity Bldg., Rm. 725. 
362-3315. 
Friday, March 7 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. 
"Therapeutic Hypothermia — Keeping a 
Cool Head (and Body) in the Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit." Amit Mathur, asst. 
prof, of pediatrics. Clopton Aud., 4950 
Children's Place. 454-6006. 
11 a.m. Computer Science & Engineering 
Colloquium. "Camera-on-Chip: Low 
Power Sensors for Visual Information 
Extraction." Viktor Gruev, post-doctoral 
researcher, U. of Pa. Cupples II Hall, 
Rm. 217. 935-6160. 
11 a.m. Energy, Environmental & Chem- 
ical Engineering Seminar Series. 
"Membrane Proximal Signaling in T 
Lymphocytes: An Interplay Between Co- 
operative Processes and Stochastic 
Fluctuations." Jayajit Das, postdoctoral 
assoc, MIT. Lopata Hall, Rm. 101. 
935-5548. 
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar. 
"A Yeast Under Cover: Capsule Synthesis 
in the Fungal Pathogen Cryptococcus 
Neoformans." Tamara L. Doering, assoc. 
prof, of molecular microbiology, 
Vanderbilt U. McDonnell Medical Sciences 
Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6630. 
I p.m. Imaging Sciences Pathway 
Seminar. "Problems in Biological 
Imaging: Opportunities for Signal 
Processing." Jelena Kovacevic, prof, of 
biomedical engineering, Carnegie Mellon 
U. Whitaker Hall, Rm. 218. 362-6946. 
Monday, March 10 
II a.m. Midwest Regional Center of 
Excellence for Biodefense and Emerging 
Review room debutS A photograph of Le Corbusier's iconic "Notre Dame du Haut" (1955) 
under construction in Ronchamp, France. The image — by the Hungarian-born photographer 
Herve (Laszlo Elkan), who worked with Le Corbusier from 1949 until the architect's death in 1965 
— is currently featured in the exhibition "The Lens of Architecture-Ronchamp through Herve." 
Curated by Carl Safe, professor of architecture, the exhibition marks the formal opening of a new 
student-built gallery/review room located in the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts' 
Steinberg Hall. Safe worked with Herve in Paris in the mid-1990s. 
Infectious Diseases Research Lecture. 
"Monkeypox and Smallpox: 'Historic' 
Considerations for the Emergence of 
Orthopoxvims Diseases." Inger K. Da- 
mon, lab. chief, CDC, Atlanta. (Re- 
freshments served.) Farrell Learning & 
Teaching Center, Holden Case Study Rm. 
286-0432. 
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar 
Series. "Pathways in Blood and Vessel 
Development." Kyunghee Choi, assoc. 
prof, of pathology & immunology. Farrell 
Learning & Teaching Center, Connor Aud. 
362-2763. 
Tuesday, March 11 
Noon. Molecular Microbiology & Micro- 
bial Pathogenesis Seminar Series. 
"Discovery and Characterization of Novel 
Respiratory and Enteric Viruses." David 
Wang, asst. prof, of molecular microbiol- 
ogy. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave. 
362-3692. 
Wednesday, March 12 
Noon. Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology 
Lecture. Annual Daniel R. Biello Memorial 
Lecture. "Integrating Nuclear Imaging and 
CT for Cardiac Imaging: Hype or New 
Paradigm?" Marcelo F. Di Carli, assoc. 
prof, of radiology and medicine, Harvard 
Medical School. Scarpellino Aud., 
510 S. Kingshighway Blvd. 362-2866. 
4 p.m. Biochemistry & Molecular Bio- 
physics Seminar. "Protease Receptor 
Dimerization in Thrombin Signaling and 
Sepsis." Athan Kuliopulos, assoc. prof, of 
medicine & biochemistry, Tufts-New 
England Medical Center. McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 264. 
362-4152. 
6 p.m. Kemper Art Museum Gallery Talk. 
"L'oeil du Silence." Spotlight Series on 
Max Ernst. Kemper Art Museum. 
935-4523. 
Thursday, March 13 
11 a.m. Energy, Environmental & 
Chemical Engineering Seminar Series. 
"Dynamics of DNA and Swimming 
Microorganisms: Theory and Coarse- 
Grained Simulations." Patrick Underhill, 
postdoctoral assoc. of chemical engineer- 
ing, U. of Wis.-Madison. Lopata Hall, 
Rm. 101.935-5548. 
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "Comparative 
and Functional Evolutionary Genom- 
ics." Jeffrey Townsend, asst. prof, of 
ecology & evolutionary biology, 
c 
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Assembly Series to tackle pulsars, poetry 
Burnell to speak on scientific discovery 
BY MARY KASTENS 
Radio astronomer and astrophysicist 
Jocelyn Bell Burnell, Ph.D., the first to 
discover pulsars, will describe her land- 
mark work and current research 11 a.m. 
March 19 in Graham Chapel as part of the 
Assembly Series. Her talk, "In Pursuit of 
Pulsars," is the annual Compton Science 
Lecture. 
Radio astronomy research had been oc- 
curring since the 1950s but was limited until 
Cambridge astronomers developed a suit- 
able type of radio telescope. Under the su- 
pervision of her doctoral 
adviser, Antony Hewish, 
Ph.D., Burnell was in- 
volved in the construction 
of the telescope and was 
responsible for the moni- 
toring and interpreting of 
the transmission record- 
ings. 
In 1967, her observa- 
tion of unusual radio sig- 
nals led to the detection 
of the first known pulsar, considered the 
most remarkable astronomical discovery in 
recent history. The pulsars appeared as an 
appendix in her doctoral thesis. In 1968, she 
co-authored two papers on pulsars in the 
science journal Nature. 
In 1974, Hewish and Cambridge col- 
league Martin Ryle received the Nobel Prize 
in physics — in part for the discovery of 
pulsars. It was the first time the prize was 
given for work in astronomy. 
Burnell 
Burnell was born in Belfast, Northern 
Ireland. She earned a bachelor's degree in 
physics from the University of Glasgow in 
1965, followed by a doctorate in radio as- 
tronomy from the University of Cambridge 
in 1969. 
She is an enthusiastic communicator of 
science and a role model for women in sci- 
ence. She has taught and conducted research 
at the University of Southampton, Universi- 
ty College London and at the Royal Obser- 
vatory in Edinburgh. 
She was dean of science at the University 
of Bath and taught physics at the Open Uni- 
versity (England). She also spent a year as a 
distinguished visiting professor at Princeton 
University. 
She holds a visiting professorship in as- 
trophysics at the University of Oxford and is 
a fellow at Mansfield College, Oxford. 
She has received many honors and 
awards for her contributions to science, in- 
cluding the Michelson Award, the Oppen- 
heimer Memorial Prize, the Tinsley Prize 
from the American Astronomical Society, 
the Herschel Medal of the Royal Astronomi- 
cal Society and the Priestley Award. 
The ethical dimensions of science remain 
important to her. Since her school days, she 
has remained active in the Religious Society 
of Friends (Quakers) and maintains a strong 
commitment to the education of women 
and the need to encourage dialogue between 
practicing scientists and the public. 
The event is free and open to the public. 
For more information, call 935-4620 or visit 
assemblyseries.wusd.edu. 
Phillips and the 'Art of Restlessness' 
BY BARBARA REA 
Each year the Interdisciplinary Project 
in the Humanities (IPH) in Arts & 
Sciences presents a lecture series to 
explore a facet of the intellectual terrain 
that makes us human. This year, the IPH 
will feature one of the best poets mining 
that landscape, Carl Phillips. He will 
deliver the first of three talks 4 p.m. 
March 25 in Umrath Lounge for the 
Assembly Series. 
Phillips' theme for his three-series talk 
is "The Art of Resdessness: On Poetry 
and Making." The 
March 25 program 
will focus on "Poetry 
and Resistance." 
Phillips is a profes- 
sor of English and of 
African and African 
American studies and 
a member of the Writ- 
ing Program faculty, 
all in Arts 8c Sciences. 
He uses poems as ve- 
hicles to create thoughts for his readers. A 
common thread running throughout his 
work is the struggle to understand emo- 
tions that make us flawed, but wholly 
human, such as loss, love, desire and re- 
gret. 
"If I want people to carry away any 
single thought or message from my poet- 
ry, it's that it's not only OK to be flawed 
and struggling — it just is a fact of life on 
Earth," Phillips said in a 2006 profile for 
Phillips 
Washington University Magazine. "I try 
to present poems as opportunities to dis- 
cover something about self and the 
world, not as complicated puzzles ... to 
solve." 
The author of nine books of poetry 
and recipient of many top literary awards, 
Phillips has been nominated twice for the 
National Book Award, first for "From the 
Devotions" in 1998 and again in 2004 for 
"The Rest of Love." In 2006, he won the 
Academy of American Poets Fellowship. 
His more recent collections are tided 
"Riding Westward," and "Quiver of Ar- 
rows: Selected Poems 1986-2006." In ad- 
dition to poetry, Phillips also has written 
essays and has translated Sophocles. 
He joined the faculty in 1993 and has 
guest-taught at Harvard University and 
the Iowa Writers Workshop. In addition 
to a bachelor's degree in classics from 
Harvard University, he holds two master's 
degrees, one in Latin and classical hu- 
manities from the University of Massa- 
chusetts and another in creative writing 
from Boston University. 
He will present the second and third 
IPH lectures at noon March 27 in McMil- 
lan Cafe and at noon April 1 in the 
Women's Building Formal Lounge. 
All lectures are free and open to the 
public. For more information, visit 
assemblyseries.wusd.edu or call 
935-4620. 
For more information on the Interdis- 
ciplinary Project in the Humanities, con- 
tact 935-4200. 
Yale U. McDonnell Medical Sciences 
Bldg., Rm. 823.362-2139. 
4 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series. 
"Costs of Visual Impairment in the United 
States." Kevin D. Frick, assoc. prof, of 
health policy & management, Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health. Maternity Bldg., Rm. 725. 
362-3315. 
Friday, March 14 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "Food 
Security and Nutrition in the Developing 
World." Barbara Schaal, prof, of biology. 
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place. 
454-6006. 
11 a.m. Energy, Environmental & 
Chemical Engineering Seminar Series. 
"Animal Agriculture and Antimicrobial 
Resistance: Do Organic Practices Make A 
Difference?" Amy R. Sapkota, asst. prof., 
U. ofMd. Lopata Hall, Rm. 101. 
935-5548. 
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar. 
"Addiction to Oncogenic Kinases." Jeffrey 
Settleman, prof, of medicine, Harvard 
Medical School. McDonnell Medical 
Sciences Bldg., Rm. 426. 362-6630. 
Monday, March 17 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Center for the 
Application of Information Technology 
Workshop. "El for IT: Using Emotional 
Intelligence in Information Technology." 
(Continues 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. March 18.) 
Cost: $1,040, reduced fees available for 
CAIT member organizations. CAIT, 
5 N. Jackson Ave. 935-4444. 
Noon. Work, Families and Public Policy 
Brown Bag Seminar Series. "Prejudice 
and the Economics of Discrimination." 
Kerwin Charles, prof, of education policy, 
U. of Chicago. Eliot Hall, Rm. 300. 
935-4918. 
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar 
Series. Vishva Dixit, vice pres., physio- 
logical chemistry, Genetech Inc. Farrell 
Learning & Teaching Center, Connor Aud. 
362-2763. 
Tuesday, March 18 
9 a.m. I-CARES Seminar. "A Unique 
Nitrogen-fixing Cyanobacterium in 
Freshwaters and Tropical Oceans." Jerry 
Brand, prof, of molecular and cell bio- 
logy, University of Texas at Austin. 
McDonnell Hall, Rm. 212. 935-9541. 
Noon. Molecular Microbiology & 
Microbial Pathogenesis Seminar Series. 
"Nondefined Mixed Bacterial Cultures in 
Engineered Systems." Lars Angenent, 
asst. prof, of energy, environmental & 
chemical engineering. Cori Aud., 
4565 McKinley Ave. 286-1123. 
Wednesday, March 19 
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Human Research Protection 
Course. "Research Billing, Budget and 
Compliance." Cost: $100. Charles 
F. Knight Center, Rm. 210. 633-7400. 
11 a.m. Assembly Series. Compton 
Science Lecture. Jocelyn Bell Burnell. 
Whitaker Hall Aud. 935-5285. 
6:30 p.m. Kemper Art Museum New 
Media Workshop. "Photography After 
Photoshop: Looking at Digital 
Photography." Registration required. 
Kemper Art Museum. 935-4523. 
Thursday, March 20 
Noon. Genetics Seminar. "A Roadmap to 
Incurability: Lessons Herpes Viruses 
Have Learned From Co-Evolving With 
Their Hosts." Herbert W. Virgin, prof, of 
pathology & immunology. McDonnell 
Medical Sciences Bldg., Rm. 823. 
362-2139. 
4 p.m. History Colloquium. "Crossing the 
(Indian) Color Line: A Family Memoir." 
Philip Deloria, prof, of history & Amer- 
ican culture, U. of Mich. (Reception fol- 
lows.) Co-sponsored by the Buder Center 
for American Indian Studies. Duncker 
Hall, Rm. 201, Hurst Lounge. 935-5450. 
4 p.m. Vision Science Seminar Series. 
"New Thoughts on Corneal Endothelial 
Function." Joseph A. Bonanno, prof, of 
optometry & vision science, Indiana 
U. School of Optometry. Maternity Bldg., 
Rm. 725. 362-3315. 
Friday, March 21 
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds. "The 
Case for Routine Adolescent HIV 
Screening in the United States: 
Identification is Key." Ericka Hayes, 
instructor in pediatrics. Clopton Aud., 
4950 Children's Place. 454-6006. 
11 a.m. Computer Science & Engineering 
Colloquium. "Modeling, Analysis, and 
Optimization of On-chip Communication 
Architectures." Umit Ogras, research 
assist, in electrical & computer engineer- 
ing, Carnegie Mellon U. Cupples II Hall, 
Rm. 217. 935-6160. 
11 a.m. Energy, Environmental & Chem- 
ical Engineering Seminar Series. AEESP 
Lecturer. Dave Allen, prof, of chemical 
engineering U. of Texas at Austin. Lopata 
Hall, Rm. 101.935-5548. 
Noon. Cell Biology & Physiology Seminar. 
"Regulation and Malregulation of Mam- 
malian Iron Metabolism." Jerry Kaplan, 
prof, of cell biology & immunology, 
The U. of Utah School of Medicine. 
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg., 
Rm. 426. 362-6630. 
Monday, March 24 
3:30 p.m. Energy, Environmental & Chem- 
ical Engineering Seminar Series. 
"A Theoretical Study of Polymer Tethered 
Nanoparticles: Their Assembly in Melts 
and Role as Novel Fillers in Polymer 
Nanocomposites." Arthi Jayaraman, 
postdoctoral assoc, U. of III. at Urbana- 
Champaign. Whitaker Hall Aud. 
935-5548. 
4 p.m. Immunology Research Seminar 
Series. "Something New, Something Old 
About NK Cells and Innate Immunity." 
Wayne Yokoyama, prof, of medicine. Eric 
P. Newman Education Center. 362-2763. 
5:30 p.m. Cardiac Bioelectricity & 
Arrhythmia Center Seminar. "Mech- 
anisms of Ventricular Fibrillation and 
Defibrillation." Jeane V. Marks, assoc. 
prof, of medicine, biomedical engineering 
& physiology, The U. of Ala. at 
Birmingham. (5 p.m. reception.) Whitaker 
Hall, Rm. 218. 935-7887. 
7 p.m. Sam Fox School of Design & Visual 
Arts Visiting Artist Lecture Series. Rick 
& Laura Brown. Steinberg Aud. 935-9300. 
Tuesday, March 25 
Noon. Molecular Microbiology & Microbial 
Pathogenesis Seminar Series. "Evolu- 
tionary Relationships Among Phototropic 
Bacteria Deduced From Whole Genome 
Comparisons." Robert Blankenship, prof, 
of biology & chemistry. Cori Aud., 
4565 McKinley Ave. 286-1123. 
4 p.m. Assembly Series. Interdisciplinary 
Project in the Humanities Lecture. Carl 
Phillips, prof, of English and African & 
African American studies. Umrath Hall 
Lounge.935-5285. 
7 p.m. School of Medicine CME Course. 
Mini-Medical School I. Cost: $125. 
(Continues weekly through May 13.) Eric 
P. Newman Education Center. To register: 
362-6585. 
Wednesday, March 26 
4 p.m. Biochemistry & Molecular Bio- 
physics Seminar. "The Mechanisms and 
Evolution of Telomere Maintenance 
Machinery in Budding Yeast." Neil Lane, 
assoc. prof, of microbiology & immun- 
ology, Weill Cornell Medical College. 
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg., 
Rm. 264. 362-4152. 
Art and science of brain function 
focus of dialogue with Aschheim 
Music 
Thursday, March 6 
8 p.m. Jazz at Holmes. Anita Rosamond, 
vocalist. Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge. 
935-5566. 
Friday, March 7 
6 p.m. Kemper Presents Concert Series. 
Tonya Gilmore & John McClellan, vocal- 
ists. Kemper Art Museum. 935-4523. 
Friday, March 14 
6 p.m. Kemper Presents Concert Series. 
Rough Shop. Kemper Art Museum. 
935-4523. 
Thursday, March 20 
8 p.m. Jazz at Holmes. BAG Trio. Zimbabwe 
Nkenya, Mike Nelson and Gary Sykes. 
Ridgley Hall, Holmes Lounge. 935-5566. 
Friday, March 21 
6 p.m. Kemper Presents Concert Series. 
Teddy Presberg. Kemper Art Museum. 
935-4523. 
7 p.m. Graduate Piano Recital. Osnat 
Shpringman. Graham Chapel. 935-4841. 
Saturday, March 22 
3 p.m. Senior Piano Recital. Jennifer Krah. 
Recital Hall, 560 Trinity Ave. 935-4841. 
BY GERRY EVERDING 
Exhibition artist Deborah 
Aschheim, known for her focus 
on interactive multisensory re- 
sponses to neuroscience, memory 
and cognition, joins WUSTL fac- 
ulty from art, medicine, psycholo- 
gy and neuroscience for a free 
public panel discussion examin- 
ing the relationship between 
Aschheim's art and brain science 
at 6 p.m. March 20 in Room 119, 
January Hall. 
The dialogue, held in conjunc- 
tion with a St. Louis installation 
of Aschheim's work, will be mod- 
erated by Jeff Zacks, Ph.D., associ- 
ate professor of psychology in 
Arts & Sciences and director of 
the University's Dynamic Cogni- 
tion Laboratory. Other university 
participants include Ken Botnick, 
professor of visual communica- 
tions in the Sam Fox School of 
Design and Visual Arts; Pascal 
Boyer, Ph.D., the Henry Luce Pro- 
fessor of Individual and Collec- 
tive Memory in Arts & Sciences; 
and Marcus Raichle, M.D., profes- 
sor of radiology, of neurology and 
of neurobiology in the School of 
Medicine, of psychology in Arts & 
Sciences and of biomedical engi- 
neering in the School of Engi- 
neering. 
Aschheim's art, inspired by 
family experience with Alzheim- 
er's disease, is on display in 
St. Louis through May 11 at the 
Laumeier Sculpture Park Museum 
Galleries in south St. Louis Coun- 
ty. Tided "Deborah Aschheim: Re- 
consider," the installation explores 
why we remember what we see 
and hear and why we forget, while 
offering a solution to curb the 
"forgetting curve." Described as 
"an intensely immersive sensory 
experience," Aschheim's "Recon- 
sider" exhibit will include a re- 
fined version of her six-part series 
of neural network installations. 
The panel discussion is funded 
by Laumeier Sculpture Park, the 
Philosophy-Neuroscience-Psy- 
chology (PNP) Program in Arts & 
Sciences and the McDonnell Cen- 
ter for Systems Neuroscience at 
Washington University. 
For more information, contact 
PNP at 935-4297. 
Witaya Lecture Series continues March 20 
BY JESSICA MARTIN 
The Interfaculty Initiative for 
American Indian Affairs (IIAA) 
is sponsoring the Witaya Lecture 
Series, a program that focuses on 
topics related to American Indian 
and Alaskan Native studies. Witaya 
means "coming together as a com- 
munity" in the Lakota language. 
The series was scheduled to 
begin March 4 with a lecture by 
Puneet Sahota, an M.D./Ph.D. can- 
didate, on "Native American Com- 
munities and Medical/Genetics Re- 
search: Reflections on Bioethics, ■ 
Blood and the Body." The Depart- 
ment of Anthropology in Arts & 
Sciences and the Center for the 
Study of Ethics and Human Values 
sponsored the lecture. 
The lectures are free and open 
to the public. The remaining lec- 
tures are: 
• March 20. Philip Deloria, 
Ph.D., professor of history at the 
University of Michigan, will dis- 
cuss "The Challenges of Writing 
Family History" in Duncker Hall, 
Room 201, Hurst Lounge. 
•April 4 Tom Holm, Ph.D., 
professor of American Indian 
Studies at the University of Ari- 
zona, will speak on "Strong 
Hearts: Native Service and Lead- 
ership" in Brown Hall Lounge. 
• May 2. Sandra White Hawk, 
executive director of First Nations 
Orphan Association, will speak 
about "Advocacy Work for Native 
Adoptees/Fostered Children and 
Social Service Providers" in 
Brown Hall Lounge. 
The IIAA is committed to 
building greater awareness of 
American Indian culture, values 
and communities through the ad- 
vancement of research, teaching 
and community endeavors. 
Additional lectures will be held 
in the fall. For more information, 
contact Buder Center program 
manager Stephanie Kettier at 
935-5896 or sketder@Hvusd.edu. 
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A good Sport Justen Yao, 14, puts on a table tennis exhibition during Eliot Society Family 
Night at the women's basketball game Feb. 22. After the game, Justen and his brother Alex, who 
also performed at the exhibition, gave a free clinic on tables set up in the Field House. Justen 
Yao was named by the U.S. Olympic Committee the 2007 Male Athlete of the Year after winning 
the 2007 National U.S. Junior and Cadet Trials championships. The Yao brothers live in 
Chesterfield, Mo. 
Law students win Jessup super-regional, advance 
BY JESSICA MARTIN 
A team of five students from the 
School of Law recently traveled 
to Chicago, where they competed 
in and won the Midwest Super- 
Regional of the Philip C. Jessup 
International Law Moot Court 
Competition. 
Twenty-four teams from 
throughout the Midwest partici- 
pated in the super-regional. In the 
preliminary rounds, Washington 
University faced Chicago-Kent 
College of Law, Saint Louis Uni- 
versity, Michigan State University 
and Northwestern University. In 
the quarterfinals, the team defeat- 
ed Loyola University of Chicago, 
and in the semifinal, the team beat 
Wayne State University. In the 
final round, Washington Universi- 
ty defeated DePaul University. 
Jessica Cusick, second-year law 
student, won the award for best 
individual oralist, and Ashley 
Walker, third-year law student, 
placed eighth out of nearly 100 in- 
dividual competitors. 
The Jessup Competition is the 
world's largest competition for 
law students, with more than 600 
schools from about 100 countries 
competing each year. The Mid- 
west Super-Regional is one of six 
super-regionals in the United 
States, the first stage of the com- 
petition. 
Winners from each super- 
regional advance directly to the 
final stage. The win in Chicago 
means that the WUSTL team 
ranks among the top six U.S. 
teams of more than 140 teams 
competing in the United States. 
This year's Jessup competition 
was based upon a hypothetical 
dispute involving detention, ex- 
traordinary rendition and treat- 
ment of suspected terrorists. 
WUSTL's team advances to the 
Shearman & Sterling International 
Rounds of the Jessup competition 
in Washington, D.C. The Interna- 
tional Rounds are the champi- 
onship stage of the competition 
and will pit the law school team 
against about 100 regional and 
national champions from around 
the world. 
This marks the second consec- 
utive year that the University has 
advanced to the International 
Rounds. 
The school has advanced to 
the International Rounds six of 
the past 10 years; it and Harvard 
Law School are the only two U.S. 
schools to share this distinction. 
Last year, WUSTL won the Re- 
gional Competition and placed 
third at the International Rounds, 
winning the Alona M. Evans 
Award for best written submis- 
sions. 
The Jessup team consists of 
third-year law students Walker 
and Rebecca Feldmann and sec- 
ond-year law students Cusick, 
Erin Griebel and Shibani Shah. 
The team is co-coached by ad- 
junct professor Gilbert Sison, 
J.D. '00, an associate at the 
St. Louis firm of Rosenblum, 
Schwartz, Rogers & Glass P.C. and 
an alumnus of the Jessup team; 
and Leila N. Sadat, J.D., the 
Henry H. Oberschelp Professor of 
Law and director of the Whitney 
R. Harris World Law Institute. 
CCIR 
An opportunity to 
expand clinical research 
- from Page 1 
ty to patients at Barnes-Jewish 
and to clinical researchers who 
were able to spend time on 
research without departing the 
hospital. 
"That was an investment of a 
few million dollars that turned 
into over $48 million in direct 
reimbursements for research 
costs," Jost said. "Placing a com- 
prehensive selection of clinical 
imaging equipment in the hospital 
environment provides us with an 
enormous opportunity to expand 
our clinical research programs." 
In addition to opportunities to 
increase federally funded research, 
Jost said he believes the CCIR will 
likely stimulate new scientific sup- 
port from industry and new train- 
ing opportunities. 
"The CCIR provides a labora- 
tory where research fellows can 
help manufacturers assess in real 
time whether new drugs, imag- 
ing contrast agents or image 
analysis software are working," 
Jost said. 
"If we, for example, had a 
new anti-tumor drug, in the old 
days, we could only test it by giv- 
ing the drug and then waiting 
months or years to see who had 
lived and who had died. But by 
using modern imaging tech- 
niques, we sometimes can evalu- 
ate the impact of the drug within 
a much shorter time period — a 
few days or even a few hours." 
Memory 
Active retrieval is 
critical to learning 
- from Page 1  
factors that most influence reten- 
tion after something is learned 
well enough to be recalled for the 
first time. 
In the experiment, participants 
used a computer procedure that 
acted like flash cards to study a 
foreign word translation just long 
enough to recall its meaning one 
time. 
They were then divided into 
three groups in which they either 
kept studying the word but were 
not getting tested on it; kept get- 
ting tested on the word but did 
not study it any more; or neither 
studied the word nor were tested 
on it. 
"Surprisingly, it turns out that 
repeated retrieval after a (word) 
pair was recalled once was the 
critical factor," Roediger said. 
"Repeated study of the pairs after 
they could be recalled (compared 
to no repeated study) did not 
matter a bit. Repeated retrieval 
mattered a lot." 
The bottom line, Roediger 
said, is that active retrieval 
appears to be critical to both 
learning and retention. Rather 
than waiting until the test is in 
front of them, students should be 
practicing information retrieval as 
a routine part of their exam 
preparation. 
Flash cards can be effective 
tools for both third-graders 
studying multiplication tables and 
college students learning anatomy, 
he said. 
Karpicke and Roediger also 
believe that the results will apply 
to other more complex materials 
in future research. 
"Now we have some pretty 
powerful evidence that during a 
test there are cognitive processes 
happening that actually promote 
learning," Karpicke said. "Testing 
is not just an assessment of what 
you studied. The act of retrieving 
information actually improves 
memory because you are practic- 
ing a skill. And that's the exact 
same skill you are going to need 
to retrieve that information again 
and again." 
University earns 'A' in campus safety report 
Washington University 
earned an "A" in a recent 
Reader's Digest report about the 
safety of college campuses in the 
United States. The University 
was ranked eighth out of 135 
institutions surveyed. 
Reader's Digest surveyed col- 
leges and universities about 
their safety practices. Based on 
their responses, schools were as- 
signed a grade of A, B or C. 
"We are pleased with the 
recognition but realize that 
rankings mean little to a person 
who is the victim of a serious 
accident on campus or the vic- 
tim of a violent crime," said 
Bruce Backus, assistant vice 
chancellor for environmental 
health and safety. "That's why 
we are continually striving to 
improve our safety and security 
programs as well as our disas- 
ter-preparedness planning and 
response efforts. 
"The campus safety program 
at Washington University is a 
collaborative effort," Backus 
said, "involving many depart- 
ments, University and student 
groups, faculty, staff, students, 
parents of students, alumni and 
others. We all work together to 
foster a culture of safety, where 
everyone watches out not only 
for their own safety and security 
but also the safety of everyone 
within the University and the 
surrounding communities." 
Chief of University Police 
Don Strom echoed Backus' 
comments. "While we appreci- 
ate the recognition, it is critical 
that our community continue 
to stay focused on our shared 
responsibility for enhancing 
safety and security on campus," 
Strom said. 
"Our safety and security 
awareness programs and securi- 
ty steps are important, but the 
most important component is 
the community's awareness and 
commitment to identifying and 
reporting safety and security 
concerns," he said. 
For the report, schools com- 
pleted a questionnaire about 
safety practices, which asked the 
schools to list the percentage of 
students living in dorms with 
safety cameras, with smoke de- 
tectors, with full-time security 
and with doors that feature 
peepholes or chains. 
The survey also asked each 
school to provide its number of 
full-time University police and 
whether topics such as binge 
drinking, drug use and rape 
were discussed during freshman 
orientation. 
Of the 135 colleges and uni- 
versities participating in the 
survey, 45 earned an A grade; 
46 earned a B; and 44 a C. 
The report is published in 
the March 2008 issue and is 
available online at rd.com. 
Break 
Opportunities abound 
for service trips 
- from Page 1 
"The mission of our host 
organization, Christian Outreach 
with Appalachian People (COAP), 
is to provide safe, warm and dry 
housing for and with low-income 
residents, with clients paying 
according to their financial situa- 
tion," Skelley said. "We will help 
COAP's clients directly, learn 
about poverty in the region and 
experience its history and culture 
through activities such as visiting 
a coal mining museum and nearby 
state parks." 
The St. Louis Hillel at Wash- 
ington University will sponsor a 
service trip for 13 WUSTL stu- 
dents to the Gulf Coast region to 
assist with the ongoing rebuilding 
effort while engaging students in 
Jewish reflection. 
"Our trip is part of a larger 
program sponsored by Hillel 
International to bring Jewish col- 
lege students to the Gulf Coast for 
a Hurricane Katrina rebuilding 
effort," said Jessica Manela 
Litwack, Jewish student life coor- 
dinator at the St. Louis Hillel. 
"More than 1,600 students from 
all over the United States will 
gather from January through 
March to partner with local agen- 
cies as they continue the hard 
work to recover from the 
devastation." 
Among other service trips: 
■ A Campus Y group will build 
bunk beds at the Pine Ridge 
Indian Reservation in South 
Dakota. 
• An International Law Society 
group will help at the Chase 
Educational Center in Buenos 
Aires and Salta, Argentina. 
• Members of Intercambios, a 
WUSTL tutoring and mentoring 
group for Hispanic middle and 
high-school students, will partner 
with an elementary school in 
LaFortuna, Costa Rica, for a cul- 
tural exchange. 
• WUSTL Habitat for 
Humanity will help rebuild 
homes in New Orleans. 
• The School of Medicine 
Forum for International Health 
and Tropical Medicine will pro- 
vide medical service in 
Honduras. 
• Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship will do mission work 
in St. Louis. 
Spring break trips are set for 
this year, but anyone interested in 
organizing a volunteer service 
trip next year should contact 
Kurtzman at 935-5066. 
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Notables 
Center for the Humanities 
announces Faculty Fellows 
The Center for the Human- 
ities in Arts & Sciences has 
announced its Spring 2009 
Faculty Fellows. 
The three recipients are: 
Guinn Batten, Ph.D., associate 
professor of English in Arts & 
Sciences; Andrea Friedman, 
Ph.D., associate professor of his- 
tory and women & gender stud- 
ies, both in Arts & Sciences; and 
Jennifer Kapczynski, Ph.D., as- 
sistant professor of German in 
Arts & Sciences. 
Each will spend a semester 
in-residence with the center, re- 
searching a new book project 
while attending a variety of pre- 
sentations and delivering one 
formal, public lecture about 
their work. 
Batten's project, titled "Eng- 
lish Romanticism and the Ethics 
of Contemporary Irish Poetry," 
is the first book-length study to 
relate two periods of literary re- 
vival — English Romanticism 
and the current revival of Irish 
poetry in response to the Ulster 
Crisis of the late 19th century. 
Specifically, she addresses how 
living Irish poets have interpret- 
ed and put into practice ques- 
tions that Romantic poets have 
been credited with introducing 
into our conception of the ethi- 
cal role of literature during a 
time of political upheaval for 
which "woman" is at once a 
symptom and a symbol. 
Friedman's project, "Democ- 
racy in (Cold War) America: 
Gender, Race, and the Problem 
of Citizenship at Mid-Century," 
explores the ways those long- 
standing contradictions in the 
Men's basketball gets 
Wooster in opener 
The No. 7 men's basketball team 
received an at-large bid to the 
2008 NCAA Division III Champ- 
ionship. 
WUSTLwiUplayNo.il 
College of Wooster Friday, 
March 7, in its first-round game 
at Augustana College in Rock 
Island, 111. This will be a rematch 
of the NCAA third-place game in 
2007, in which the Bears posted a 
92-84 victory. WUSTL is making 
its 13th NCAA appearance as a 
Division III school and 16th over- 
all. Last season, the team advanced 
to the Final Four for the first time 
in school history. 
Senior Troy Ruths has been 
named the 2008 ESPN The 
Magazine College Division 
Academic All-America of the Year, 
as selected by the College Sports 
Information Directors of America. 
Ruths, who has a 4.0 grade point 
average in computer science, 
becomes the second WUSTL stu- 
dent-athlete to earn the award 
twice. Volleyball player Amy 
Sullivan earned the honor in 1992 
and '93. 
Women to face 
Wilmington in tourney 
The women's basketball team 
received an at-large bid to the 
2008 NCAA Championship tour- 
nament and will face Wilmington 
University (Ohio) in the first 
round Friday, March 7, in 
Greencastle, Ind. 
The Bears are making their 
19th straight NCAA appearance 
and 20th overall. In those 19 trips, 
WUSTL has four national cham- 
pionships (1998-01), and seven 
trips to the Final Four, including 
last season's. 
contours of American democra- 
cy and the practices of American 
citizenship were sharpened dur- 
ing the early Cold War era. 
She will use a series of biog- 
raphical studies to investigate the 
racial and gender tensions in 
Cold War era citizenship to illus- 
trate the ways that the bound- 
aries of postwar citizenship were 
being tested, defended and 
sometimes redrawn. 
Kapczynski's book project is 
titled "Leading Men: Remaking 
Masculinity in 1950s West Ger- 
man Cinema." She aims to show 
that the men of 1950s cinema do 
not so much lead as they are led. 
By examining a wide range of 
filmic production of the 1950s, 
Kapczynski will argue that the 
films of the early Federal Repub- 
lic privilege a masculinity that 
receives, rather than takes; one 
that is borne along by history, 
rather than actively shaping it, 
constructing the ideal postwar 
democratic male subject as an 
armchair onlooker in the course 
of world events. 
The faculty fellowships, now 
in their fourth year, are designed 
to provide both physical and in- 
tellectual environments for inno- 
vative, interdisciplinary scholar- 
ship and teaching. 
The fellowships are open to 
all tenured and tenure-track fac- 
ulty in the Arts & Sciences. Win- 
ners are selected by a panel of 
University faculty and outside 
reviewers. 
For more information, con- 
tact the Center for the Humani- 
ties at 935-5576 or visit 
cenhum.artsci.wustl.edu. 
Men's tennis wins 
pair in Chicago 
The No. 7 men's tennis team won 
two matches last weekend in 
Chicago to extend its winning 
streak to three matches. 
The Bears posted an 8-1 win 
over Luther College on March 1 
in the first match of the road trip. 
On March 2, WUSTL swept all 
three doubles matches en route to 
a 6-3 win over University of 
Chicago. 
Head coach Roger Follmer 
picked up his 97th and 98th 
career victory, moving him just 
two wins shy of 100 in his career. 
Swimmers, diver 
qualify for NCAAs 
The women's swimming and div- 
ing team qualified a school-record 
eight competitors for the 2008 
NCAA Championships, scheduled 
for March 13-15, in Oxford, Ohio. 
Three swimmers and a diver 
qualified for individual events. 
Senior Meredith Nordbrock will 
swim in the 200-yard individual 
medley, the 400-yard individual 
medley, the 100-yard backstroke 
and the 200-yard backstroke. 
Junior Kelly Kono and sopho- 
more Jessie Lodewyk will both 
compete in the 200-yard, 500- 
yard and 1,650-yard freestyle 
events. 
Senior Priya Srikanth qualified 
for both the one-meter and three- 
meter springboard. 
Additionally, four swimmers 
qualified for the championships 
as a part of relay teams, senior 
Katie Hodges, senior Kristen 
Mann, freshman Claire Hender- 
son and sophomore Liz Caravati. 
Hodges, Mann and Henderson 
will each compete in individual 
races in addition to their relays. 
International agreement Michael Peii, J.D., assistant dean for international programs and 
executive director of the Whitney R. Harris World Law Institute, looks on as leaders from Utrecht 
University, Queen's University Belfast, University of Trento (Italy) and Catholic University of 
Portugal sign partnership documents officially launching the School of Law's groundbreaking 
Transnational Law Program. The Transnational Law Program allows U.S. students to study at both 
the Washington University School of Law and Utrecht University. Initially, these students will 
spend five semesters acquiring a solid foundation in U.S. law with an emphasis on international 
and transnational law from an American perspective. They will then undertake three semesters of 
study in Utrecht, acquiring an appreciation for European law and enhancing their understanding 
of international and transnational law. Faculty and students from the other three European part- 
ners will contribute to the strength of the program. 
Recruitment Web site unveiled 
BY JESSICA DAUES 
The St. Louis Regional Higher 
Education Recruitment 
Consortium (STLR-HERC) 
launched its Web site, 
stlrherc.org, announced Laurel 
Sgan, the STLR-HERC's director. 
The Web site features a search 
engine of available positions at 
academic institutions throughout 
the St. Louis region. 
Also included on the Web site 
are resources for those interested 
in relocating to the St. Louis re- 
gion, including links to several 
St. Louis regional attractions, or- 
ganizations, schools and housing 
resources. 
The purpose of the STLR- 
HERC, which is being led by 
Washington University, is to assist 
member institutions in the re- 
cruitment of outstanding faculty 
and staff members to the 
St. Louis region. The STLR-HERC 
will be particularly useful when 
recruiting members of dual-ca- 
reer couples who both work in 
higher education. 
"The establishment the STLR- 
HERC's jobs search engine shows 
that academic institutions in the 
St. Louis region are dedicated to 
attracting and retaining the most 
talented and qualified faculty and 
staff," Sgan said. 
"Though a united effort, 
members have the opportunity to 
shape the academic atmosphere 
of the region for the better," 
she said. 
The STLR-HERC was formed 
this past winter and comprises 15 
St. Louis-area colleges, universi- 
ties and affiliated organizations. 
STLR-HERC members are the 
Donald Danforth Plant Science 
Center, Fontbonne University, 
Harris-Stowe State University, 
Lewis and Clark Community 
College, Lindenwood University, 
Missouri Botanical Garden, Saint 
Louis University, Southern Illi- 
nois University Edwardsville, 
St. Charles Community College, 
St. Louis College of Pharmacy, 
St. Louis Community College, 
University of Illinois at Spring- 
field, University of Missouri, Uni- 
versity of Missouri-St. Louis and 
Washington University. 
For more information on the 
STLR-HERC or the Web site, 
please contact Sgan at 
sganl@stlrherc.org or 935-9206. 
Of note 
Jianmin Cni, Ph.D., associate 
professor of biomedical engi- 
neering, has received a $35,000 
National Institutes of Health R01 
grant, subcontracted from the 
University of Michigan-Ann 
Arbor, for a collaborative re- 
search titled "Mechanisms of Ul- 
trasound Mediated Intracellular 
Drug & Gene Delivery." ... 
Washington University's 
Central Underground Garage 
has received the Construction In- 
dustry Best Practices Award from 
the St. Louis Council of Con- 
struction Consumers. The Best 
Practices Award recognizes 
achievement in promoting quali- 
ty, cost-effective construction. 
The Central Underground 
Garage project was recognized, in 
particular, for best safety prac- 
tices and zero accidents during 
construction. ... 
Karen L. Wooley, Ph.D., the 
James. S. McDonnell Distin- 
guished University Professor in 
Arts 8c Sciences, has received a 
three-year, $443,917 grant from 
the Office of Naval Research for 
research titled "The Development 
of Non-Toxic Anti-Fouling Coat- 
ings Based upon Nanoscopic 
Surface Complexities." 
Obituary 
Hunt, former head of physiology and biophysics, 89 
Carlton Cuyler Hunt, M.D., who 
headed the Department of 
Physiology at the School of 
Medicine from 1967-1983, died 
Friday, Feb. 8, in Highlands, N.C. 
He was 89. 
A distinguished neurophysiol- 
ogist, Hunt made important con- 
tributions to the understanding of 
sensory innervation in muscle. 
During his 16 years of leader- 
ship at the University, he built a 
department that was nationally 
recognized for its excellence in 
neurophysiology, biophysics and 
cell biology. 
"Dr. Hunt was an extraordinary 
academic leader in the develop- 
ment of modern physiology," said 
Philip D. Stahl, Ph.D., the Edward 
Mallinckrodt Professor and head 
of the Department of Cell Biology 
& Physiology. "He recruited and 
mentored a generation of scientists 
and leaders in the physiological sci- 
ences by building three superb de- 
partments of physiology, the last 
here at Washington University, 
where he was a strong and articu- 
late voice for the support of basic 
science." 
After retiring as department 
head, Hunt spent four years as a re- 
search professor at the College de 
France in Paris. In 1995, he joined 
the faculty of the University of 
North Carolina School of Medi- 
cine. The Association of Chairmen 
of Physiology gave him its 1997 
Distinguished Achievement Award. 
In 2007, he was elected to member- 
ship in the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences. 
Hunt is survived by his wife, 
Marion, five children, six grand- 
children and two great-grand-chil- 
dren. 
A memorial service is planned 
for May 31 at the School of 
Medicine. 
— Beth Miller 
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He's been known to launch 
a lecture with the "Davy 
Crockett" theme song, tap 
academic potential in stu- 
dents before they realize it 
in themselves and convert physics 
majors to scholars of the Amer- 
ican frontier. 
Peter J. Kastor, Ph.D., knows 
how to bring a classroom to life. 
Kastor, associate professor of 
history and of American culture 
studies, both in Arts 8c Sciences, is 
a historian of the early American 
republic, roughly the half century 
following American independence. 
He studies the period's politics, 
culture and institutions with a 
focus on how they have played out 
on the North American frontier. 
"While my intellectual identity 
is as a historian, my programmatic 
identity lies in American culture 
studies, which takes a broad ap- 
proach involving humanities, so- 
cial sciences and natural sciences," 
he says. "Every one of my research 
projects has emerged from the 
joint appointment." 
Kastor is completing a book on 
early American cartography and 
A fresh look at the past 
Kastor's creativity 
keeps his students 
captivated 
Peter J. Kastor 
Top vacation spots: Montana and the 
English countryside 
Favorite musical group: Derek and 
the Dominos 
Most eloquent presidential speech: 
George Washington's farewell address 
Prized possession: Family photo- 
graphs — "both those I've taken and 
the old slides my parents are now digi- 
tizing," he says. 
Peter J. Kastor, with his son, Sam, 6, makes his most 
exciting discoveries on the frontiers of parenthood. 
travel writing. Tided "William 
Clark's World: Describing America 
in an Age of Unknowns," the book 
is under contract with Yale Uni- 
versity Press. Another book, "Em- 
pires of the Imagination: Transat- 
lantic Histories of the Louisiana 
Purchase," co-edited with Francois 
Weil, is under contract at the Uni- 
versity of Virginia Press. 
"Peter came to the University 
at a time when American culture 
studies was just beginning to fig- 
ure out its academic purpose and 
methods," said Wayne Fields, 
Ph.D., the Lynne Cooper Harvey 
Distinguished Professor in English 
and director of American culture 
studies, both in Arts & Sciences. 
"He played a vital role in this 
process and was especially helpful 
as we developed the technology 
applications that have proven so 
important to what we do. He is a 
valued colleague as well as a popu- 
lar teacher, an invaluable member 
of the Washington University 
community." 
'Americans and Presidents' 
"Remember when you first went 
to summer camp?" Kastor asks. 
"What was rule No. 1? Have fun. 
This has been my rule in develop- 
ing this new course." 
Kastor is talking about "Ameri- 
cans and Presidents," which he 
began teaching in January. 
"We found that most university 
courses on the presidency were 
based in political science, dealt 
with the modern presidency and 
focused on politics and policy- 
making," Kastor says. "We wanted 
to offer something fresh." 
With research assistance from 
senior Sam Levine, Kastor took a 
cultural approach to examining 















"so I could 
learn from 
the process 








Peter J. Kastor, Ph.D., associate professor of history and of American culture studies, both in Arts & 
Sciences, talks with Emma Eschenfeldt, a senior majoring in the Interdisciplinary Project in the 
Humanities in Arts & Sciences. "Peter genuinely cares more about teaching than any professor I've 
ever met," says Megan Lindsay, a 2003 graduate who majored in history and American culture studies. 
plied to developing this course," 
Levine says. 
Built around four themes — 
politics, policy, personality and 
posterity — the course capitalizes 
on the current election. 
Kastor says of his decision to 
first offer the course as an ad- 
vanced undergraduate seminar: 
"Juniors and seniors can handle 
the rough spots and fill in any 
gaps of a new course." 
The plan, he adds, is to slot the 
course as part of a sequence in the 
FOCUS program, which offers 
humanities-based study for 
freshmen. 
"This semester, we're talking 
about the candidates occasionally, 
but the fall semester will be tied 
more directly to the election," Kas- 
tor says. "Students who take the 
freshman course in fall 2008 will 
also be able to take a follow-up re- 
search seminar in spring '09 that 
will analyze the new administra- 
tion." 
The fruits of this labor have 
sweetened Kastor's research, par- 
ticularly his work on the history 
of federal governance in the early 
republic. 
"We know a lot about political 
theory, foundations of the Consti- 
tution, the ideas and ideologies of 
American leaders and the rela- 
tionships between presidents and 
Congress," Kastor says. "But we 
know very little about how legisla- 
tion at a federal level was actually 
enacted. 
"To understand this, you need 
to focus primarily on the execu- 
tive branch and federal bureaucra- 
cies. I wanted to read material re- 
lated to these areas, and I knew 
the course would force me to do 
just that," he says. 
There's no doubt that students 
who sign up for the course will be 
engaged, according to Levine. 
"The professor enlivens every 
class with his anecdotes, great sense 
of humor and absurdly expansive 
knowledge of bad films from the 
'70s and '80s," Levine says. 
United we stand 
In another project, under contract 
with Congressional Quarterly 
Press, Kastor looks at how the 
United States has governed for- 
eign people over time, first 
through territories now part of 
the United States and later 
through overseas and extraterrito- 
rial jurisdictions that have never 
become fully incorporated. 
It's a topic he explored in his 
dissertation, which later became 
the highly praised book "The Na- 
tion's Crucible: The Louisiana 
Purchase and the Creation of 
America" (Yale University Press, 
2004). 
"Right after the American Rev- 
olution, given the ethnic differ- 
ences and geographic breadth, 
people believed in pragmatic 
unity for specific reasons," Kastor 
says." 'What can unite us?' they 
asked. Certainly not languages, 
religions, histories and cultures. 
These Americans chose a political 
option: belief in a republic." 
The challenge of territorial 
governance established a model 
for the way Americans think about 
expansion today, Kastor posits. 
"But the U.S. wavers between the 
fear and the comfort of having im- 
perial holdings," he says. 
"The ways that the U.S. set 
about integrating territory into a 
national whole is programmati- 
cally very similar to the way 
Americans talk about the recon- 
struction of Iraq and Afghani- 
stan," Kastor says. "The U.S. intro- 
duces representative government, 
promotes economic stability and 
development and creates a system 
built around a political structure. 
The big question is, will these 
countries be our allies? 
"In 1803-04, a member of 
Congress said there are two ways 
to govern: by force or affection. 
There is debate today on this very 
question. The criticism of policy 
in Iraq and Afghanistan says we're 
governing by force. We are not a 
republic, but an empire. This is 
exactly what Americans were ar- 
guing 200 years ago. The princi- 
ples of nationhood, which we 
take for granted, are deeply em- 
bedded in our culture," he says. 
An 18th-century world 
In many ways, Kastor is a product 
of his environment. 
"I grew up in Philadelphia, 
surrounded by an 18th-century 
world where the American Revo- 
lution, the founding of the repub- 
lic and its political and social 
worlds converged," he says. "This 
leaves a mark." 
Kastor earned a bachelor's de- 
gree in history with departmental 
honors from Franklin 8c Marshall 
College in 1989. He earned mas- 
ter's (1993) and doctoral degrees 
(1999) from the University of 
Virginia. 
But it was his experience as 
a voting rights analyst for the 
U.S. Justice Department in Wash- 
ington, DC, from 1989-1990 that 
led him to study political and in- 
stitutional history. 
"Day in and day out, I was 
witnessing how districts were 
being created and rules estab- 
lished. I saw the gap between po- 
litical understanding of gover- 
nance and administrative reality. 
It was a quick and rough educa- 
tion that raised questions I began 
to ask about the early republic," 
he says. 
Kastor came to WUSTL as a 
postdoctoral fellow in American 
culture studies 10 years ago, in- 
tending to stay for two. He was 
charged with two tasks: help de- 
sign a course on the Lewis and 
Clark Expedition and develop a 
technology program for teaching 
and research in the America Cul- 
ture Studies Program. 
"I was finishing my Ph.D. on 
the implications of territorial ex- 
pansion when I learned that 
WUSTL faculty were conceiving 
this new course in the same way," 
Kastor says. "A lot of things came 
together, American culture studies 
took off, and there were needs in 
history that I was able to fill." 
Over the past decade, Kastor 
has been the recipient of numer- 
ous honors, teaching and advising 
awards, grants and fellowships. He 
was awarded one of the first facul- 
ty fellowships (2005-06) at the 
Center for the Humanities in Arts 
8c Sciences and has played a lead- 
ing role in developing digital proj- 
ects and building an infrastruc- 
ture that enables other WUSTL 
faculty to create digital projects of 
their own. 
"This work on digital projects 
reflects models of collaborative in- 
quiry that I first saw while watch- 
ing David Konig, Wayne Fields and 
Barbara Schaal team-teach a 
course during my first semester 
here," Kastor says. "They gave me 
wonderful examples of how to 
think about what it means to be a 
part of the University community." 
One student at a time 
Kastor has earned a reputation as 
a teacher nonpareil. He raises the 
bar to daring heights while creat- 
ing a comfortable environment 
that invites competing ideas and 
opinions. 
His course on the American 
frontier "showed this aspiring sci- 
entist how rich and alive the hu- 
manities are," says Aaron Mertz, a 
Rhodes Scholar and 2006 graduate 
with double majors in physics and 
American culture studies, both in 
Arts 8c Sciences. "It provided the 
intellectual environment I had not 
yet found in college." 
"Peter genuinely cares more 
about teaching than any professor 
I've ever met," says Megan Lind- 
say, a 2003 graduate who majored 
in history and American culture 
studies now in her third year of a 
doctoral program in American 
history at Yale University. "He al- 
ways challenged us, welcomed our 
perspectives and treated us as aca- 
demic colleagues. 
"For more than two years, I 
met with him one hour a week to 
discuss my projects," she says. 
"Those meetings did more for my 
education than all of the classes I 
have taken. Moreover, I felt that 
they represented the best of Wash- 
ington U: a warm, welcoming aca- 
demic community that fosters aca- 
demic growth one student at a 
time." 
